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Executive



CAFTA (Certificate in Applied Finance, Treasury and Analytics)
is a certification program exclusively designed by EY 
professionals having varied industry experience in banking, 
consulting, corporates, NBFC, insurance, etc.

The course has been structurally designed for participants 
who want to learn and apply concepts of treasury and finance
in solving business problems and get practitioners’ insights. 
The course also provides opportunities to the participants to 
witness real-life scenarios that the changing industry faces 
due to the technology trends.

About the course

Ready to take the step 
towards practical 

knowledge?

Financial risk management

Corporate finance

Investment management

Liquidity and cash 
management

Supply chain finance 
and trade finance

Treasury analytics

7 core modules

It’s not just education. 

It’s an experience that will last with you for a lifetime

After attending the program, participants will be able to:

Benefits for the company

7 core modules, 7 basic modules

100+ learning hours, 3 days workshop

Treasury structures

This is the 
opportunity you 
were looking for

Who should attend Entry-level working professionals Mid-level working professionals

► 3 day classroom session to get practioner’s insight on 7 core areas of Treasury & Finance through case 
studies and real-life scenarios

► High quality course material on 7 basic modules and 7 core modules to understand the end-to-end of 
different areas of finance & treasury

► Membership to a closed group network to stay updated on trends in Finance, Treasury and Analytics

► Periodic alumni events and networking opportunities

Program highlights

Optimize FX & commodity hedging 
cost by taking informed decisions

Improve yields on investment 
portfolio

Take enhanced borrowing
decisions and better negotiate 

with banks / credit rating agencies

Optimize working capital cycle and 
take steps to enhance visibility of 

cash

Understand latest treasury 
technologies / tools to improve 

treasury processes

Be updated about leading 
practices in treasury & finance



Three full days of interactive classroom learning through case studies and real life scenarios

► Learn from EY experts

► Get practitioners’ insight

► Understand business case studies and real-life scenarios

Cash and
Liquidity
Management

Investment Risk
Management

Registration

Access to 
course 
curriculum

Financial Risk 
Management

Course pedagogy

► The course curriculum has been divided into:

► Pre-read curriculum: Develop a strong 

base of the theoretical concepts through 
practical examples.

► Core module curriculum: Acquire 
practitioners’ insights on advanced

concepts through 3 days experience-
sharing workshop.

► EY professionals having deep industry 
experience and subject matter expertise will 

deliver these experience-sharing workshops.

► Learn advance concepts of Finance, 

Treasury and Analytics through case studies 
and real-life scenarios

► Participants can resolve their queries and 
simulate discussions with access to the 

closed group network.
Experience-sharing workshops will be conducted in Mumbai and Delhi

Think beyond the 
conventional learning 
methodology 

Supply Chain Finance
and Trade Finance

Treasury Analytics

Corporate 
Finance

Treasury
Structures

Registration Day 1 Day 2 
1

Day 3 
1

Ongoing

Part of EY-CAFTA 
community

Attend periodic Alumni 
and networking events

Use cases of Treasury technology, treasury platforms and analytics will be 
showcased in each session for topics covered



Benefits of CAFTA (Certificate in Applied Finance, Treasury and Analytics) 

It’s an experience
that will last with 
you for a lifetime

Learn from 
subject matter 

experts 

Networking

Certificate

Membership
to exclusive 

treasury 
network groups

Learning based on case 
studies and real-life

scenarios

Gain first-hand 
experience by 

networking with EY’s 
Advisory team on 
business problems

Receive a certification of 
participation  in applied finance,

treasury and analytics 

Get updates on 
industry trends, 

professional skills

Periodic 
alumni and 
networking

events

Meet industry 
professionals, EY 

professionals, peers 
and expand your

professional network

A mix of professionals having diverse credentials such as CFA, FRM, CA, MBA

Strategic treasury transformations

Management consulting to corporates, 

insurance, NBFC, Fintech etc

Local and global treasury projects

Trading in global financial markets

Treasury Technology enablement and 

analytics deployment

Risk advisory for financial institutions

Liquidity and investment advisory 

Let their experience become your learning

Learn from EY professionals and industry leaders having varied experience across banks, 
corporates, consulting, NBFC and insurance

Leverage 
learnings from 

200+ client cases

With 100 + years 
of collective 
experience

Experience of 
working in global 

companies

Team of professionals with significant 
experience in varied areas:



Concept handbooks

Understanding risk

Introduction to financial markets

Managing risk and return through 

financial instruments

Statistical methods of finance

Financial statements and ratios 

Accounting analysis 

Introduction to Power BI

Practitioner’s guide

Orientation to treasury structures and 
management

Liquidityand cash management

Corporate finance

Supply chain finance and trade finance

Investment and portfolio risk 

management

Financial risk management

Treasury analytics in finance 

Treasury structures

Learning objectives

► Understand the role of Treasury in an organization

► Learn about the various functions of the Treasury department 
across cash and liquidity, debt, forex, risk and so on

► Get in-depth understanding of the operational aspects related
to Treasury

► Learn about the different Treasury set-ups in different 
organisations such as banks, corporates and insurance

► Learn about the roles and responsibilities of front office, 

middle office and back office

► Get introduced to various banking segments and products 
across transaction banking and Lending/Credit lines etc. 

Core module’s learning objectives

Pre read



Liquidity and cash management

Learning objectives

► Understand liquidity management and its key components
such as cash forecasting and cash management

► Familiarize yourself with types of cash management products 
offered by the banks 

► Deep dive into different types and mechanics of cash pools 
including physical, notional and hybrid structures

► Understand the mechanics of payment factory through 
POBO/ROBO models 

► Familiarize yourself with trends and best practice in 
international treasury through in-house banks and virtual

accounts

► Learn about the clearing and settlement systems run by the 
banks and emerging payment methods including Society for 
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT).

Corporate finance

Learning objectives

► Familiarize yourself with the theory of capital structure and understand its application in treasury and finance

► Understand sources of financing and gain insight into the impact of capital structure decision-making on 

company’s liquidity and profitability

► Deep-dive into theoretical and practical aspects of capital structure decision-making by corporates using 
interactive case studies

► Understand the detailed process followed by corporates to raise debt financing through financial institutions 
and capital markets

► Learn about alternate funding sources adopted by corporates apart from traditional financing sources

► Gain practical insights into mechanism of credit assessment done by banks and credit rating agencies

Concept handbooks

Understanding risk

Introduction to financial markets

Managing risk and return through 

financial instruments

Statistical methods of finance

Financial statements & ratios 

Accounting analysis 

Introduction to Power BI

Practitioner’s guide

Orientation to treasury structures and 
management

Liquidity and cash management

Corporate finance

Supply chain finance and trade finance

Investment and portfolio risk 

management

Financial risk management

Treasury analytics in finance 

Pre read



Supply chain finance and trade finance

Learning objectives

► Understand the components of working capital requirements
and financing needs of a corporate

► Gain in-depth understanding of supply chain finance
programs, its participants and its impact on aspects such as 

cash conversion cycle, days payable outstanding, days sales 
outstanding

► Familiarize yourself with methods of payments in trade 
finance – letter of credit, bank guarantee, discounting, etc. 

► Learn about instruments in trade finance such as buyers’ 
credit, suppliers’ credit, pre- and post-shipment credit, 
factoring and forfaiting

► Familiarize yourself with legal terms and regulatory 
requirements such as Uniform Customs and Practice for 

Documentary Credits, international commercial terms, etc.

Investment management 

Learning objectives

► Familiarize yourself with the concept of investment management focussing on liquidity, credit and market 
risk across investment products 

► Familiarize yourself with specific nuances of each investment product across categories like debt and equity 

► Understand investment management philosophy and objectives for different types of corporate bodies –

corporates - cost and profit centre, banks, Insurance, NBFCs and AMCs 

► Learn about the investment management attributes on building an investment policy 

► Gain practical insights on corporate portfolio management including on portfolio attributes of cash rich 
Indian companies

► Brainstorm with industry experts on investments management including performance benchmarking and 
performance attribution analysis

► Apprise yourself with market and regulatory updates affecting the investment environment 

Concept handbooks

Understanding risk

Introduction to financial markets

Managing risk and return through 

financial instruments

Statistical methods of finance

Financialstatements and ratios 

Accounting analysis 

Introduction to Power BI

Practitioners’ guide

Orientation to treasury structures and 
management

Liquidityand cash management

Corporate finance

Supply chain finance and trade finance

Investment and portfolio risk 

management

Financial risk management

Treasury analytics in finance 

Pre read



Financial risk management

Learning objectives

► Understand how a company measures financial exposures
related to FX, commodity and interest rate

► Interpret impact of financial exposures due to price movements

► Get acquainted with the application of risk mitigation techniques 

including forwards, options, swaps

► Gain practioner’s insight into end-to-end transaction life-cycle of 
derivative instruments executed by a company

► Understand methods of deciding company’s risk appetite and

the process of determining hedge ratios

► Learn about construction of risk management policies

► Gain in-depth understanding of various risk mitigation strategies
and different approaches to execute hedges

► Learn how a company monitors various performance indicators
and risk indictors for effective risk management

Treasury analytics

Learning objectives

► Understand the fundamental concepts of data analytics and big data

► Learn about the various forms and types of data such as structured and unstructured data

► Familiarize yourself with advanced analytical concepts like Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

► Understand the step-wise approach for implementing analytics

► Gain in-depth understanding of the importance of data visualisation

► Learn storytelling with data

Concept handbooks

Understanding risk

Introduction to financial markets

Managing risk and return through 

financial instruments

Statistical methods of finance

Financialstatements and ratios 

Introduction to Power BI

Accounting analysis

Practitioners’ guide

Orientation to treasury structures and 
management

Liquidityand cash management

Corporate finance

Supply chain finance and trade finance

Investment and portfolio risk 

management

Financial risk management

Treasury analytics in finance 

Pre read



**Fee rate includes: refreshments, lunch during the workshops along with course materials. Bank transfer charges are the responsibility 
of the payer. EY reserves the rights to alter the contents of the program, speakers or course at any time due to circumstances beyond
their control. Cancellation terms: the participant shall receive a formal confirmation upon the receipt of the payment. No refunds are 

available once payment is made. Venue Information: Information regarding the venue will be provided between four to two weeks prior to 

the start of the course. The workshops and exam will be held in Delhi and Mumbai. The candidates will have to bear the cost of travel and

lodging. Dress code for Experience sharing workshops: business casual.

Program fee
Program dates and details

A-Z of Treasury in
3 days

Mumbai 
7-9 February 2020

Delhi
14-16 February 2020

Fees: INR 50,000 (all 
inclusive)

New year discounted prices
Offer valid till 30 Jan 2020

Register for any

1 day at INR 15,000 
2 days at INR 20,000

3 days (full course) at  INR 25,000

Prices exclusive of GST

Program details:

Day 3

1. Financial risk management
2. Treasury analytics

Day 1

1. Cash and liquidity 
management

2. Investment risk management

Day 2

1. Supply chain finance and
trade finance

2. Corporate finance
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Accepting registrations in a modular approach. As a participant you may register for the 
entire program or any one day or two days



City Mode of interaction Contact person

Delhi
► Telephonic discussion

► Email correspondence

► Schedule an in- person discussions 

(offline)

Srajan Rastogi

M: +91-8279848117
+91-7303943512
+91-7303943513

E: srajan.rastogi@in.ey.com
Mumbai

Pranav Chudgar

Risk Advisory | FSRM
Ernst & Young LLP
Email: pranav2.chudgar@in.ey.com

Kriya Bhansali

Risk Advisory | FSRM
Ernst & Young LLP
Email: kriya.bhansali@in.ey.com

Kanika Rana 

Risk Advisory | FSRM
Ernst & Young LLP
Email: kanika.rana@in.ey.com

Send in your registrations at 
cafta@in.ey.com

For more details / registration, contact:

mailto:srajan.rastogi@in.ey.com
mailto:cafta@in.ey.com
mailto:srajan.rastogi@in.ey.com
mailto:pranav2.chudgar@in.ey.com
mailto:kriya.bhansali@in.ey.com
mailto:kanika.rana@in.ey.com
mailto:cafta@in.ey.com


Ernst & Young LLP

EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory

About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction 
and advisory services. The insights and quality 
services we deliver help build trust and confidence in 
the capital markets and in economies the world over. 
We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver 
on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so 
doing, we play a critical role in building a better 
working world for our people, for our clients and for 
our communities.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer 
to one or more, of the member firms of Ernst & 
Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate 
legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK 
company limited by guarantee, does not provide 
services to clients. For more information about our 
organization, please visit ey.com.

Ernst & Young LLP is one of the Indian client serving member firms of EYGM 
Limited. For more information about our organization, please visit
www.ey.com/in. 

Ernst & Young LLP is a Limited Liability Partnership, registered under the 
Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 in India, having its registered office at
22 Camac Street, 3rd Floor, Block C, Kolkata – 700016

© 2019 Ernst & Young LLP. Published in India. 
All Rights Reserved.

EYIN1911-001
ED None

This publication contains information in summary form and is therefore 
intended for general guidance only. It is not intended to be a substitute for 
detailed research or the exercise of professional judgment. Neither EYGM 
Limited nor any other member of the global Ernst & Young organization can 
accept any responsibility for loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining 
from action as a result of any material in this publication. On any specific 
matter, reference should be made to the appropriate advisor.
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